While preclinical research answers basic questions about a drug's safety, it is not a substitute for studies of ways the drug will interact with the human body. "Clinical research" refers to studies, or trials, that are done in people 1, 2 . As the developers design the clinical study, they will consider what they want to accomplish for each of the different Clinical Research Phases and begin the Investigational New Drug Process, a process they must go through before clinical research begins. The ultimate goal of drug development is to bring a new compound with proven therapeutic effect to the market. In this context, the transition from preclinical research to clinical stages marks a critical turning point, as it nears the new medicinal product to the market 3, 4 . With the promise of marketing authorization, though far ahead in the road, hanging on the horizon, the approval of a clinical trial usually attracts investors and leads to a respectable rise of the company shares. However, everything comes at a price. Clinical trials are not without risks, and while the perspective of success is encouraging, the crude reality is that most compounds fail before reaching the market. As explained in previous entries, despite higher R&D expenditures, attrition rates are high and, what is worse, on the rise. Data collected between 1990 and 2004 show that the number of unsuccessful clinical trials has been steadily increasing during the last years: from 30% to 50% at Phase 1, from 40% to 70% at Phase 2 and from 20% to nearly 50% at Phase 3 3,4 . As a result, less than 10% of the drugs that enter clinical trials end up being approved by regulatory agencies. Clinical trials are only a small part of the research that goes into developing a new treatment. Drugs of the future, for example, first have to be discovered or created, purified, described, and tested in labs (in cell and animal studies) before ever reaching human clinical trials. Of all the substances that are tested in these early stages, very few are promising enough to be tested in humans. Drug development is the process of bringing a new pharmaceutical drug to the market once a lead compound has been identified through the process of drug discovery. It includes pre-clinical research on microorganisms and animals, filing for regulatory status, such as via the United States Food and Drug Administration for an investigational new drug to initiate clinical trials on humans, and may include the step of obtaining regulatory approval with a new drug application to market the drug. Indeed, of every 5,000 cancer molecules identified in the laboratory, about 250 will enter pre-clinical testing. Of this 250, fewer than 10 are tested in clinical trials and on average only one will be approved by regulatory authorities. The process of bringing a new treatment from the research stage (laboratory) to clinic is estimated to take between 10-13 years 5 .
